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Offshoring Bias in U.S. Manufacturing

Susan Houseman, Christopher Kurz, Paul
Lengermann, and Benjamin Mandel

A

merican manufacturing experienced a tumultuous decade even before
the Great Recession, leading to a dispute over whether the sector has been
“hollowed out” by imports, or whether it has developed into a leaner, more
efficient industrial sector. It turns out that this dispute has much to teach about how
the substitution of imported for domestically produced goods and services—often
known as offshoring—can lead to overestimates of U.S. productivity growth and
value added.
On the one hand, dramatic drops in employment are often taken to portray a
manufacturing sector in decline. The precipitous decline in manufacturing employment since the late 1990s is evident in Figure 1. Manufacturing employment never
rebounded after the 2001–2002 recession as it had following previous downturns.
Indeed, from 1997–2007—that is, in the decade before the 2007–2009 recession—
manufacturing employment declined by 20 percent, or roughly 3.4 million jobs.
Reflecting plant closures that accompanied the employment declines, the net
number of manufacturing establishments fell by 8 percent from 1997 to 2007. The
nominal share of manufacturing value added in GDP fell from 15.4 percent in 1997
to 11.7 percent in 2007. These facts have prompted a recent spate of government
and private sector proposals to revitalize manufacturing (for example, Executive
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Figure 1
Manufacturing Employment and Ratio of Manufacturing Productivity to Nonfarm
Business Labor Productivity
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Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics.
Note: The productivity series is calculated as the ratio of the manufacturing labor productivity index and
total nonfarm business labor productivity index, where the base year for each index is 1987.

Office of the President, 2009; Helper, 2008; Immelt, 2011; Pisano and Shih, 2009;
Pollin and Baker, 2010).
On the other hand, statistics on production paint a more favorable picture of
the manufacturing sector. From 1960 to 2009, the average annual rate of change
in real nonfarm business value added was 3.5 percent, only slightly higher than
the 3.2 percent average annual change for manufacturing. However, although the
average growth of manufacturing has been fairly close to that of the economy as a
whole, the sector has typically exhibited greater cyclical swings, and so the sector
tends to make outsized contributions to changes in GDP growth during economic
turning points (Corrado and Mattey, 1997, in this journal). More recently, from
1997 to 2007 the average annual growth rate of real manufacturing production
was 3 percent, almost the same as the 3.1 percent growth for all private industry.1
Moreover, cross-country comparisons show larger gains in U.S. manufacturing
value added since the late 1970s relative to other advanced industrial countries
(OECD, 2010).

1

With the Bureau of Economic Analysis’s May 2010 comprehensive revision to the Annual Industry
Accounts, manufacturing output now expands at a slightly faster rate during this period. The analysis
throughout this paper is based upon the previous vintage of these data, published in 2009.
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These disparate trends in the manufacturing data—steep employment declines
and strong output growth—are commonly reconciled by referring to high productivity growth in the manufacturing sector (for example, Reich, 2009). The steadily
increasing series displayed in Figure 1 shows the ratio of the Bureau of Labor Statistics
labor productivity index for manufacturing to the BLS labor productivity index for
all nonfarm business since 1960; the series indicates that labor productivity grew
considerably faster in manufacturing throughout the period. This happened while
the share of manufacturing employment in the economy fell. Indeed, the average
annual growth rate of labor productivity in manufacturing from 1997 to 2007 was
4.1 percent, compared to 2.7 percent for all nonfarm business. Manufacturing labor
productivity also grew substantially faster in the United States than in most other
industrialized countries during that decade (U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of
Labor Statistics, 2009a). The rapid growth in labor productivity has more than offset
the declines in labor input and has permitted firms to sustain robust growth in real
value added.2
Some studies have pointed to the robust output and productivity growth to argue
that the manufacturing sector is relatively healthy (for example, Executive Office
of the President, 2009). Our work, however, suggests the story is more complex.
The aggregate numbers are unrepresentative of the trends in most manufacturing
industries. Moreover, in this paper we will delve into the issues of measuring productivity and value added growth in manufacturing and discuss reasons to qualify this
optimistic conclusion.
As a starting point, the robust output and productivity growth in manufacturing
is largely attributable to one industry: computer and electronic products manufacturing. Although computer and electronics products account for only about a tenth
of manufacturing value added, the sector contributed two-thirds of overall manufacturing growth in real value added from 1997 to 2007. As a result, the aggregate
numbers on manufacturing production do not accurately characterize trends in
much of the sector.
But the central theme of this article will be to explore how the measurement of
productivity and value added in manufacturing has been affected by the dramatic
rise in imports of manufactured goods, which more than doubled from 1997 to
2007. In particular, we focus on imports of intermediate goods into the manufacturing sector. Although government surveys do not explicitly track the destination
of imports to final and intermediate uses, the Bureau of Economic Analysis uses
what is called the “import comparability” or the “proportionality” assumption,
which assumes the import share of a particular commodity is the same in all industries using that input and equals that commodity’s import share in the economy as
a whole. Using this method, the Bureau of Economic Analysis estimates that the
import share of intermediate material inputs used by manufacturers increased from
2

In addition, the relatively faster gains in manufacturing productivity have resulted in lower goods prices
relative to nonmanufactured goods and services, which, in combination with inelastic demand for goods
(on average), have contributed to a decline in manufacturing’s share of nominal output.
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Figure 2
The Import Share of Material Inputs Used by U.S. Manufacturers
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Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) Annual Industry Accounts and import microdata.
Note: Imported intermediate goods are divided according to type of country of origin (developing country,
intermediate country, or advanced country), and their portion of the share of imported intermediate
goods in total materials use by the U.S. manufacturing sector is plotted.

under 17 percent in 1997 to 25 percent in 2007. This dramatic shift in sourcing of
intermediate goods from domestic to foreign suppliers is plotted in Figure 2.
Figure 2 also classifies the imported intermediate materials by type of source
country: developing, intermediate, and advanced. We label countries with less than
20 percent of U.S. per capita GDP in 2008 as developing, and with a few exceptions
that are mainly Middle Eastern oil producers, we label countries with per capita GDP
equal to or exceeding two-thirds that of that in the United States as advanced. The
remaining countries are classified as intermediate. Developing countries accounted
for half of the growth in foreign materials inputs, with much of that growth coming
from China. Indeed, China has become the largest exporter to the United States,
accounting for about a third of the growth in commodity imports over the 1997 to
2007 period. Intermediate countries, such as Mexico, accounted for about a third
of the growth.
We begin our analysis in this paper by using a growth accounting framework
to examine the contributions from the inputs to production and from multifactor
productivity to the growth in real (constant price) domestic shipments in manufacturing. We find substantial evidence of offshoring. The contribution from imported
materials to the growth in real manufacturing shipments was larger than that of any
other factor input and was more than twice the contribution from capital. At the
same time, contributions from domestic materials and labor were negative.
Multifactor productivity is computed as a residual from a growth accounting
calculation: that is, whatever cannot be attributed to a specific input is referred
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to as productivity growth. Thus, the accuracy of multifactor productivity estimates
depends on the accuracy of input measures. We will argue that the price declines
associated with the shift to low-cost foreign suppliers generally are not captured in
existing price indexes. The problem is analogous to the widely discussed problem
of outlet substitution bias in the literature on the Consumer Price Index. Just as the
CPI fails to capture fully the lower prices for consumers due to the entry and expansion of big-box retailers like Wal-Mart, import price indexes and the intermediate
input price indexes based on them do not capture the price drops associated with a
shift to new low-cost suppliers in China and other developing countries.
As a result of this price index problem, the real growth of imported inputs has
been understated. Furthermore, if input growth is understated, it follows that the
growth in multifactor productivity and real value added in the manufacturing sector
have been overstated. We estimate that average annual multifactor productivity
growth in manufacturing was overstated by 0.1 to 0.2 percentage points and real
value added growth by 0.2 to 0.5 percentage points from 1997 to 2007. Moreover,
this bias may have accounted for a fifth to a half of the growth in real value added in
manufacturing output excluding the computer and electronics industry.
In the conclusion, we suggest some directions for future research in this area.
Our work only examines biases to manufacturing statistics from the offshoring of
material inputs, but the issues involved likely affect the economy in other ways as
well. Additional biases to manufacturing may arise from the offshoring of other
inputs, including capital and services. The offshoring of intermediate inputs as
well as final consumer goods may bias measures of real GDP growth. These biases
have implications that go beyond the accuracy of industry and aggregate statistics.
Because the growth of imports has been understated in real terms, offshoring
has, at least to some degree, manifested itself as mismeasured productivity gains.
As a result, studies that endeavor to assess the impact of low-cost imports for the
American economy and its workers may well understate its effects.

A Growth Accounting Framework: Evidence of Offshoring by
Manufacturers
We utilize a standard growth accounting framework in which output is defined as
manufacturing shipments adjusted for price changes: real gross output. We decompose the growth of real gross output into the parts resulting from the growth of
inputs to production and from multifactor productivity growth, which is computed
as a residual. In our calculation, the inputs are a weighted average of the growth rate
of labor, capital, energy, services, domestic materials, and foreign materials. A novel
feature of our analysis is that we use unpublished Bureau of Economic Analysis data
on the value of imports and imported input prices at a detailed commodity level
to distinguish between the growth of domestic and imported materials inputs. The
weights on each input represent the input’s share of total costs. The real quantity of
each input is determined by taking nominal spending on that input each year, and
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Table 1
Sources of Growth for U.S. Manufacturing Industries, 1997–2007
Average
annual
percentage
change in
gross output
(1)
Manufacturing
Manufacturing excluding
computers and
electronic products
Durable goods:
Computers and
electronic products
Durable goods
excluding computers
and electronic
products
Nondurable goods

Contribution (in percentage points)

MFP Capital Labor Energy
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Purchased
services
(6)

Purchased materials
Domestic Foreign
(7)
(8)

1.18
0.46

1.30
0.69

0.13 –0.53
0.11 –0.47

–0.05
–0.05

0.22
0.13

–0.19
–0.23

0.28
0.28

2.00
7.35

2.02
6.82

0.17 –0.66
0.25 –1.11

–0.05
–0.05

0.30
1.05

–0.15
0.04

0.37
0.35

0.77

0.95

0.15 –0.57

–0.05

0.12

–0.22

0.38

0.16

0.45

0.07 –0.37

–0.04

0.14

–0.25

0.17

Source: Authors’ calculations using published and unpublished Bureau of Economic Analaysis data.
Notes: Column 1 shows the average annual percentage change in gross output. Columns 2 through 8 show
the contributions of multifactor productivity (MFP) and of the indicated inputs to the average annual
growth rate in gross output. Columns 2 through 8 are in percentage points that sum to gross output
in column 1. Capital includes non-IT equipment, IT capital (computers and peripheral equipment,
software, and communication equipment), structures, and inventories.

then deflating that spending by the relevant price index. In this framework, multifactor productivity growth is the part of output growth that cannot be accounted for
by the growth of factor inputs, and therefore represents the returns to all factors of
production.3 Any error in the measurement of input growth—including errors that
result from biased price indexes used to deflate the inputs—will directly result in an
error in the measurement of productivity growth.
Table 1 provides the results of this decomposition for manufacturing and selected
industry breakouts from 1997 to 2007. The figures in column 1, which represent the
average annual real output growth rate over the period, equal the sum of the figures
in columns 2 through 8, which represent the contributions to output growth from
multifactor productivity and from the growth of the factors of production.
Several striking findings emerge from this table. Multifactor productivity
growth appears very strong. Indeed, the contribution to real output growth from
3

See Jorgenson, Gollop, and Fraumeni (1987) and Hulten (2009) for more on the growth accounting
methodology, its early development, and current applications. The industry-level data for output, materials, energy, and services come from the GDP-by-industry accounts of the Bureau of Economic Analysis.
Capital services inputs are derived from the Bureau of Economic Analysis’s Fixed Asset Accounts. The
labor input is based on industry-level hours worked from the National Income and Product Accounts,
adjusted for changes in the worker composition effects using wage data from the Census Bureau’s County
Business Patterns.
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multifactor productivity growth actually exceeds real gross output growth. Capital,
purchased services, and materials all play important, albeit more modest, roles,
while the contribution of labor is negative and large, reflecting the steep employment declines during the period.4
Columns 7 and 8 in Table 1 provide a perspective on the rapid pace of structural
change in U.S. manufacturing. During the 1997–2007 period, the contribution of
domestically supplied materials inputs fell, while that of imported materials inputs
greatly expanded, reflecting the substitution of foreign for domestic intermediate
inputs. The growth of imported intermediate inputs, to some degree, will also reflect
the direct substitution of imported goods for domestic labor and capital. To see this,
consider the case in which a firm previously produced an intermediate input and
final product internally but now sources that input from a foreign supplier. In this
instance, gross output will not change, but imported materials inputs will rise and
the labor and capital previously used to produce the input will fall.
For manufacturing as a whole, the contribution of imported materials inputs
to output growth was greater than that of any other factor of production and was
more than double the contribution from capital. For manufacturing excluding the
computer industry, imported materials account for 60 percent of the growth during
this period, while multifactor productivity accounts for more than 100 percent,
owing to negative contributions from labor, energy, and domestic materials.
Eldridge and Harper (2010) also document the important role of imported
intermediate inputs during this period in their study of the sources of growth for
manufacturing labor productivity, defined as the growth in output per hour worked.
Unlike the gross output measure used in our analysis, the Bureau of Labor Statistics
defines manufacturing output as the value of production shipped to purchasers
outside of the sector: it does not include the shipments of domestic parts producers
but does embody the contribution of inputs sourced from abroad (Gullickson,
1995). As a result, the substitution of imported for domestic intermediate inputs
can lead to a mechanical increase in measured labor productivity: all else the same,
the sector’s output will remain unchanged while its labor input will fall. Using this
measure, Eldridge and Harper find that from 1997 to 2006, imported intermediates
explain 23 percent of the growth in labor productivity while multifactor productivity
growth explains 45 percent.5
Another striking result in Table 1 is that computer and electronic products
manufacturing—which includes computers, semiconductors, and telecommunications equipment—accounts for most of the output and productivity growth in
4

The growth accounting results in Table 1 reflect the authors’ calculations and rely on a different methodology than what is used by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. However, these salient features of the data
are also observed in the BLS estimates. A full reconciliation of the two approaches appears in our paper
Houseman, Kurz, Lengermann, and Mandel (2010).
5
Using a value added measure of output, which nets out both domestic and imported intermediates,
would not lower the measured rate of manufacturing labor productivity growth during this period. In
fact, manufacturing value added growth was higher than that of gross or sector manufacturing output
owing to the rapid growth of multifactor productivity.
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manufacturing over the period.6 Output and productivity growth in the computer
industry averaged 7.4 and 6.8 percent per year, respectively, compared to 0.77 percent
and 0.95 percent for output growth and multifactor productivity growth in noncomputer durable goods, and even lower rates for nondurable goods. The extraordinary
productivity and real gross output growth in computers reflects, to a large degree,
technological improvements of the products produced and output price deflators
that, when properly adjusted for product improvements, are often falling rapidly.7
This fact underscores the important role that price indexes play in the computation
of real growth measures. Indeed, in spite of growth in real output and productivity in computers and electronic products manufacturing during the decade, the
trade deficit within this product group greatly widened, and substantial offshoring
of components of the industry occurred (Brown and Linden, 2005; Dedrick and
Kraemer, 2009), suggesting that for the industry as a whole, domestic output did
not keep pace with demand.
Throughout the 1997–2007 period, the computer industry’s share of manufacturing value added remained relatively constant at around 10 percent. Because
manufacturing output and productivity statistics are strongly affected by the
computer industry, which represents such a small share of the sector, researchers
should be cautious in drawing general inferences about manufacturing from the
aggregate numbers.
Although Table 1 documents the substantial growth in offshoring from 1997–
2007, it nevertheless likely understates the true magnitude of the phenomenon.
Our focus below concerns the systematic upward bias in the price indexes used
to deflate intermediate materials. We could not account for the measurement of
two additional factors which likely also impart an upward bias: (i) imported capital
inputs, such as computers and machinery, have exhibited substantial gains in
import penetration; and (ii) imported services inputs have accelerated in recent
years, albeit from a very low level. For further discussion of the contribution from
imported capital, see Cavallo and Landry (2010), and for estimates of services
offshoring, see Yuskavage, Strassner, and Medeiros (2008).

Bias to Price Indexes from Offshoring
Understanding why offshoring likely results in biases to the price indexes
used to deflate inputs requires some background on the relevant price programs.
In addition to the Consumer Price Index, the Bureau of Labor Statistics constructs
separate price indexes for imports, exports, and domestically produced goods.

6
Similar findings have been reported in other studies. See, for example, Oliner and Sichel (2000) and
Jorgenson, Ho, and Stiroh (2008) in this journal. See also Oliner, Sichel, and Stiroh (2007) and Syverson
(forthcoming) for more in-depth reviews of recent research on U.S. productivity.
7
The Bureau of Labor Statistics uses hedonic methods to adjust prices in the computer industry. For a
review of these, see Wasshausen and Moulton (2006).
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Just as the Bureau of Labor Statistics constructs the Consumer Price Index to
measure the rate of price change of goods and services purchased by consumers,
the Bureau of Economic Analysis constructs input price indexes to measure the
rate of price change of inputs to production purchased by businesses. These
industry-specific input price indexes use the import and domestic price indexes in
conjunction with information on each industry’s input structure from the inputoutput tables.
The import price data come from the International Price Program at the
Bureau of Labor Statistics, which surveys importing establishments on the prices
paid for imports of a detailed product. For domestic materials prices, the Bureau of
Economic Analysis primarily uses the Producer Price Index in which the Bureau
of Labor Statistics surveys domestic producers on the prices they receive for a
sample of products. For more information on the BLS price index computations,
see Chapters 14 and 15 in BLS Handbook of Methods (U.S. Department of Labor,
Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2009b).
Each observation used in the construction of a particular price index represents
the period-to-period price change of an item as defined by very specific attributes
and reported by a specific establishment. In this way, the Bureau of Labor Statistics
ensures that it is pricing the same item over time and thus that price indexes are
based on “apples-to-apples” comparisons. These methods mean, however, that price
indexes generally will not capture the price changes associated with the entry and
market share expansion of a low-cost supplier. When an item is rotated into the
sample, the price change of this specific good provided by this specific supplier
will be missing initially. Hicks (1940) first demonstrated that the appropriate price
change of a newly available good is its current price less its reservation price, defined
as the price at which demand would have been zero in the previous period. The way
price data are collected, however, the Bureau of Labor Statistics does not observe
price differences for a particular product across suppliers, and when a new supplier
enters the market, implicitly it is assumed that any price differences between its
products and incumbent suppliers’ products may be attributed to quality differences. As mentioned, this problem has been studied extensively in the Consumer
Price Index literature, where it has been dubbed “outlet substitution bias” (as
discussed in this journal in Diewert, 1998; Hausman, 2003).
In the case of offshoring, the appropriate price change of a newly imported
item is the difference between its price and the price of the domestic item for
which it substitutes, adjusted for any quality differences. The import price index
does not capture this price drop nor does the input price index, which, in essence,
is a weighted average of period-to-period changes measured in the import price
index and the Producer Price Index. Our main focus here is on the substitution of
imported for domestic inputs, but a bias would also occur with the entry of a major
new low-cost domestic supplier.
Although the price change of an item will necessarily be missing in the first
period it is sampled, typically a new item’s market share will be small initially and
so too will its weight in the price index and any resulting bias to that index. A new
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Table 2
Hypothetical Offshoring of Obtanium
t

t+1

t+2

t+3

Domestic supplier price
Domestic quantity sold

$10.00
100

$10.00
90

$10.00
80

$10.00
70

Chinese supplier price
Chinese quantity sold

—
0

$6.00
10

$6.00
20

$6.00
30

$10.00

$9.60

$9.20

$8.80

Domestic input price index
Import input price index
Input index, as computed

100
—
100

100
100
100

100
100
100

100
100
100

True input price index

100

96

92

88

Average price paid for obtanium

Source: Authors’ calculations.

low-cost supplier’s market share often expands rapidly in the year or so following
entry, but the lag between the time when a new supplier enters the U.S. market and
when its products are picked up in the appropriate prices sample can be considerable. Therefore, a common suggestion for addressing such biases in price statistics is
more rapid rotation of new items into the sampling frame. This argument, however,
implies that purchasers adjust immediately—or at least in the time between the
monthly or quarterly price samples—to their desired quantities of the new, lowcost good and that any subsequent gain in the new low-cost supplier’s market share
occurs simply because its price rises more slowly than incumbent suppliers’ prices.
If instead, it takes some time for suppliers to introduce a good and for purchasers
to learn about its qualities and change suppliers, then “the theoretical prescription
‘introduce [the new item into the price index] early and you will minimize the
problem’ may be all wrong” (Griliches and Cockburn, 1994).
Table 2 provides a hypothetical numerical example of how offshoring can
impart a bias to the input price index. Suppose that pharmaceutical companies
purchase a common chemical compound, “obtanium,” from a domestic supplier
at $10 per ounce. A Chinese supplier enters the market at time t + 1 and sells
obtanium for $6 per ounce. The implied price drop of $4 is not observed in the
import price data. As the new, lower-cost source becomes known, its reliability is
established, and contracts with the domestic supplier expire, U.S. pharmaceutical
companies begin shifting their purchases to the Chinese supplier. For simplicity, we
assume that the domestic and foreign dollar prices of obtanium remain the same
throughout the period. Because prices are often contractually set for periods of
time, this simplifying assumption of price stickiness is not unrealistic. Nakamura
and Steinsson (2009) document that 40 percent of prices on imported items never
change for the entire duration they are in the Bureau of Labor Statistics sample.
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The input price index, as computed by the statistical agencies, is a weighted
average of the domestic and import index, and, in our example, does not change.
The correct index, however, would capture the period-to-period change of the
average price that U.S. companies pay for obtanium and falls by 12 percent. More
rapid introduction of Chinese obtanium into the import prices sample will not mitigate the bias to the input price index; persistent price differences between Chinese
and domestic obtanium during the transition to a new equilibrium—not period-toperiod declines in the relative price of Chinese obtanium—underlie the growth in
the Chinese market share. Moreover, even if markets adjust instantaneously such
that all U.S. producers switch to the low-cost Chinese supplier as soon as it becomes
available and the Bureau of Labor Statistics picks up the Chinese obtanium in its
import prices sample without a lag, import and input price indexes will not capture
the price drop enjoyed by drug manufacturers at the time of the switch.
The bias to the price index arises in large part because the U.S. importer does
not report the price drop that buyers experience when they shift their purchases
from domestic to foreign suppliers. To address this problem, the Bureau of Labor
Statistics has proposed that an input index be constructed based on a survey of
purchasers (Alterman, 2009). The proposed input price index is still at the concept
and design stage, but in theory, buyers could accurately report the period-to-period
changes in the price they pay for specific inputs, irrespective of source.
Diewert and Nakamura (2010) characterize the bias to the input price index
resulting from a shift in input suppliers. In their formulation, the upward bias (B
( ) to
the rate of inflation in the input price index (1 + i ) is proportional to the physical
share captured by the low-cost supplier over the period (s
( ) and the percentage
difference in the prices of the low- versus the high-cost supplier—or discount—(
discount—(d ):
B = (1 + i)sd.
Returning to our obtanium example, over the period there is no measured inflation (i equals zero), the low-cost supplier captures a 30 percent market share, and
the discount from the low-cost supplier is 40 percent. Whereas the measured rate
of price change is zero, the true rate of price change for that input is –0.12, or
negative 12 percent. The characterization of the bias to the input price index in
the above equation is identical to the characterization of the bias to the Consumer
Price Index in this journal in Diewert (1998). It is the same problem manifested in
a different index.8
Figure 3 provides evidence of this problem in the price indexes used by the
Bureau of Economic Analysis to construct deflators for manufacturing intermediate materials inputs. The figure plots the domestic and the imported materials
input price indexes, which exclude energy, for manufacturing from 1997 to 2007,
8

Although the goods in the Deiwert and Namkamura (2010) model are treated as homogeneous,
Diewert (1998) in this journal provides an extension to where the goods are different qualities. In this
case, the discount represents the price differential adjusted for quality.
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Figure 3
Baseline Input Price Indexes for the Manufacturing Sector
1.5
Imported materials
Total materials
Domestic materials

1.4
1.3
1.2
1.1
1.0
0.9
0.8
1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

Source: Authors’ calculations using published and unpublished Bureau of Economic Analysis data.
Note: The total materials deflator is from the BEA’s Annual Industry Accounts, while the imported
materials is an aggregate of confidential commodity price data. Domestic materials is the chain stripped
residual of imported from total materials.

a period during which materials imports from emerging economies were rapidly
gaining market share. It is widely believed that the growth of import share, driven
by lower prices, dampened inflation in the United States (Feenstra et al., 2010).
Because presumably import prices are generally falling relative to domestic prices,
we would expect the import price index to rise more slowly than the domestic price
index, pulling down the rate of inflation in intermediate inputs used in manufacturing. Instead, the foreign price deflator for intermediate materials rose somewhat
faster than the domestic deflator. The differential between foreign and domestic
materials price deflators is especially apparent beginning in 2002, coincident with
the rapid rise of imports from China. Moreover, Reinsdorf and Yuskavage (2009)
report a similar pattern in an examination of import and domestic prices indexes
for consumer goods.
Although this anomalous pattern could result from differences in the composition of the domestic and foreign products that comprise the two input indexes, it
is consistent with a significant bias to price indexes from offshoring. The pattern in
Figure 3 might also be observed if import price changes of new, low-cost entrants
are missing or if markets do not adjust instantaneously to the availability of low-cost
imported products. The large-scale shifts in sourcing that marked this economic
period were accompanied by the entry of many new foreign suppliers and their
products and likely by adjustment periods during which persistently lower prices
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offered by foreign suppliers drove gains in import market share. As illustrated in
Table 2, even when the products of these new suppliers are rotated into the import
prices sample, the implied price decline of the imports vis-à-vis their domestic
competitors generally will not be captured in the import and input price indexes.

Evidence of Cost Savings from Offshoring
No comprehensive evidence exists on the magnitude of the cost savings
from shifts in sourcing—that is, on the discount, d,, in the Diewert and Nakamura
(2010) formulation of the size of the bias. A few case studies, however, provide
some evidence for selected products and industries. Byrne, Kovak, and Michaels
(2010) find sizable cross-country differences in the prices of semiconductor wafers
with identical specifications. They find that, compared to prices of semiconductor
wafers produced in U.S. foundries, prices were on average about 40 percent lower
in China and about 25 percent lower in Singapore. Klier and Rubenstein (2009)
find that offshoring aluminum wheel production to Mexico lowered overall costs by
19 percent and processing costs by 36 percent.
The different samples in the International Price Program and Producer Price
Index do not permit a direct comparison of prices for domestic and imported items.
However, such a comparison is possible among imported products originating in
different countries. Products from intermediate and, especially, developing countries
were gaining market share not only vis-à-vis the United States but also other advanced
countries. On the grounds that production cost structures are likely to be more similar
between the United States and other advanced countries, systematic import price
differentials between products from advanced versus developing and intermediate
countries may be informative about the size of the discount relative to U.S. goods.
Figure 4 shows the average percentage differences between imported products
from developing and advanced countries, and between intermediate and advanced
countries, as recorded in the Bureau of Labor Statistics microdata underlying the
International Price Program. Each data point corresponds to that difference for a
single North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) four-digit category
in manufacturing, and the value along the horizontal axis is the gain in U.S. market
share for developing and intermediate countries within each category. In almost
all cases, the offshoring discounts are negative, indicating lower prices in developing and intermediate countries compared to advanced countries. In many cases,
these discounts appear to be quite sizable. Further, the size of a given discount
is negatively correlated with a gain in U.S. market share, indicating the larger
the foreign source country’s price differential, the greater the U.S. market share
captured. Underlying this pattern is a substantial amount of heterogeneity in the
size of offshoring discounts across broad industry groups. Items like food, beverages, textiles and apparel are characterized by smaller discounts and share gains.
Products such as machinery, electronics, semiconductors, and transportation are
characterized by larger discounts and share gains.
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Figure 4
Estimated Offshoring Discounts
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Source: Author’s calculations using the Bureau of Labor Statistics’ International Price Program import
price microdata and the Bureau of Economic Analysis’s industry-level estimates of domestic and
imported materials.
Notes: Figure 4 shows the average percentage differences between imported products from developing
and advanced countries, and between intermediate and advanced countries, as recorded in the Bureau
of Labor Statistics microdata underlying the International Price Program. Each data point corresponds
to that difference for a single North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) four-digit category
in manufacturing, and the value along the horizontal axis is the gain in U.S. market share for developing
and intermediate countries within each category.

An important caveat to this figure is that even within very detailed product
codes there may be considerable heterogeneity that may explain at least some of the
price differentials. Returning again to our example in the previous section, if obtanium is a differentiated product and the Chinese version is of a lower quality than
that from Japan, then Chinese obtanium should trade at a discount relative to the
higher-quality Japanese variety. We adopted various methods to control for possible
heterogeneity. In particular, one method restricts the import price sample to cases
in which there is a newly observed price for an incumbent importing firm within
the same detailed product code. In this way, we are able to narrow the sample to
instances in which an importer appears to be switching sources of a specific product
from a supplier in an advanced country to one in a developing or intermediate
country. The observed price differentials are somewhat smaller but still sizable when
we limit our sample in this way.9 In short, it is unlikely that product differentiation
accounts for the large, persistent price differences across countries.
9

In Houseman, Kurz, Lengermann, and Mandel (2010), we describe this approach in greater detail.
We also attempt to account for unobserved differences in product characteristics using an econometric
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The evidence from case studies and from comparisons of import prices is
consistent with reports of large discounts in the business literature. For example,
in 2004, Business Week reported that prices of imported goods from China typically
were 30 to 50 percent lower than the prices for comparable products produced in
the United States, and that the discounts were sometimes higher (Engardio and
Roberts, 2004). Similarly, a McKinsey (2006) study cited cost savings from production of electronic equipment in China of between 20 and 60 percent. Estimates of
the savings from offshoring auto parts production to Mexico are generally in the
range of 20 to 30 percent (Kinsman, 2004). In sum, although no systematic data
exist, a variety of evidence points to large cost savings from offshoring.
The above-mentioned price differentials could be the result of numerous
factors, such as labor costs, industrial policy, or disequilibrium in exchange rate
markets. For instance, the Manufacturers Alliance of the National Association of
Manufactures provides estimates of manufacturing labor costs, adjusted for productivity, for major U.S. trading partners as compared to the United States. Their
estimates of large labor cost savings—between 58 to 72 percent lower in China
and 22 to 62 percent in Mexico from 2002 and 2009—are consistent with the large
product discounts reported in research and in the business press (Leonard, 2008).
Also consistent with the evidence of cost savings from offshoring are estimates
that the Chinese renminbi may be significantly undervalued relative to the dollar,
perhaps by as much as 40 percent (Cline and Williamson, 2010; Bergsten, 2010).

Bias to Productivity and Value Added from Offshoring
We implement the bias correction to input prices developed by Diewert and
Nakamura (2010) and simulate the effects of the bias on multifactor productivity
and value added growth. For all manufacturing, if the true import discounts
match those derived from the import price microdata shown in Figure 4, then the
20 percent increase in prices between 1997 and 2007 estimated by the Bureau of
Economic Analysis overstates the inflation rate by a full 9 percentage points. Thus,
once we account for the bias from offshoring, the materials costs faced by U.S.
manufacturers would only have risen at half the rate reported in official estimates.
This, in turn, would imply that the real use of materials by U.S. manufacturers rose
twice as fast as reported. With more production being generated by purchased materials, value added would be diminished and productivity estimates would be lower.
By how much might the productivity statistics be overstated from failing to
account for offshoring? The top panel of Table 3 presents alternative estimates of
multifactor productivity growth based upon different assumptions about the import
discount. The first column restates our baseline productivity results from Table 1.

model informed by estimates of product-level quality from Mandel (2010). We find that the price dispersion across source countries decreases but remains substantial.
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Table 3
Foreign Offshoring and the Bias to U.S. Multifactor Productivity and Value
Added, 1997–2007
Micro evidence

Simulation:

Baseline
(1)

IPP=PPI
(2)

Multifactor productivity (average annual percentage change):
Manufacturing
1.30
1.23
Manufacturing excluding
0.69
0.67
computers and electronic
products
Durable goods:
2.02
1.87
Computers and electronic
6.82
6.33
products
Durable goods excluding
0.95
0.89
computers and electronic
products
Nondurable goods
0.45
0.45
Value added (average annual percentage change):
Manufacturing
3.04
2.82
Manufacturing excluding
0.94
0.86
computers and electronic
products
Durable goods:
5.25
4.86
Computers and electronic
22.68
21.12
products
Durable goods excluding
1.74
1.58
computers and electronic
products
Nondurable goods
0.07
0.08

Full
sample
(3)

Switchers
(4)

Dev50,
Int30
(5)

Dev30,
Int15
(6)

1.05
0.52

1.12
0.58

1.08
0.54

1.16
0.61

1.64
5.91

1.73
6.13

1.67
6.05

1.77
6.18

0.70

0.76

0.71

0.81

0.36

0.40

0.38

0.42

2.31
0.44

2.50
0.59

2.39
0.48

2.61
0.68

4.19
19.73

4.44
20.44

4.27
20.17

4.57
20.61

1.05

1.22

1.07

1.34

–0.23

–0.10

–0.15

–0.03

Source: Authors’ calculations using published and unpublished Bureau of Economic Analysis data.
Notes: For “IPP=PPI” (International Price Program = Producer Price Index), imported materials are
deflated with domestic deflators. For “Full sample,” estimates are adjusted with product-level discounts
from the entire IPP microdata sample. For “Switchers,” the import discount is based on a sample where
importers appeared to shift from suppliers in advanced countries to ones in developing or intermediate
countries. “Dev50, Int30” assumes discounts of 50 percent for developing countries and 30 percent for
intermediate countries, while “Dev30/Int15” assumes discounts of 30 percent and 15 percent respectively.

The second column presents estimates in which all commodities—both
domestic and imported—have been deflated with domestic deflators provided to us
by the Bureau of Economic Analysis. This column shows what multifactor productivity would be if the rate of price inflation for imported commodities was the same
as for their domestic counterparts. This allows us to see how the difference in price
levels between imported and domestic commodities affects measured multifactor
productivity. For the entire manufacturing sector, deflating imported materials
with domestic prices reduces multifactor productivity growth by a bit less than
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0.1 percentage point, from 1.30 percent in our baseline scenario, to 1.23 percent.
Almost all of this change owes to differences in the price deflators used for imported
and domestic semiconductors. In other words, prices for imported semiconductors—
a product used heavily by the computer and electronic products industry—fell less
rapidly than their domestic counterparts. The discrepancies are especially evident
in the early years of our data and appear to be the result of inconsistent adjustment of imported and domestic semiconductor prices for quality improvements.
Although not the focus of our paper, the drop in multifactor productivity between
columns 1 and 2 likely represents an additional modest bias.10
The third and fourth columns present multifactor productivity estimates that
have been adjusted for the real amount of offshoring using our micro evidence on
the import discount. We report estimates using product-level discounts based on the
entire microdata sample (“full sample”) and on a sample limited to instances where
importers appear to shift from suppliers in advanced countries to ones in developing
or intermediate countries (“switchers”).
In the last two columns, we estimate multifactor productivity using import
discounts informed by the business press and available case study evidence, applying
these discounts uniformly across commodities. The column labeled “Dev50, Int30”
assumes discounts of 50 percent for developing countries and 30 percent for intermediate countries, whereas the column labeled “Dev30, Int15” assumes discounts
of 30 percent for developing countries and 15 percent for intermediate countries.
These represent discounts on the high and low end, respectively, of those found in
the case study and business literature.
On balance, for the entire manufacturing sector, we find that adjusting the
price indexes (relative to column 2) to use more accurate estimates of the real
amount of offshoring lowers multifactor productivity growth by an additional 0.1 to
0.2 percentage point, which implies average annual productivity growth is reduced
between 6 and 14 percent. These numbers are fairly significant, as a 0.1 percent
average annual growth rate for multifactor productivity roughly equals the average
annual contribution of the capital stock to manufacturing growth during this period.
If we exclude the contribution of the computer and electronic products industry,
correcting for offshoring results in similar percentage point adjustments to multifactor
productivity: from 0.67 percent (in column 2) to between 0.52 percent (column 3)
and 0.58 percent (column 4). However, the adjustment represents a relatively larger
share of multifactor productivity growth; the gap between measured and adjusted
multifactor productivity growth in manufacturing excluding computers is as much
as 22 percent. The results for the case study scenarios shown in the last two columns
are quite consistent with our results based on International Price Program microdata.

10
Because of the high import penetration in semiconductors and other high-tech products, consistently
adjusting domestic and import prices for product improvements is important for the accuracy of industry
and national income statistics, though difficult owing to lack of product detail, particularly for imports.
Addressing this problem has resulted in substantial revisions to the national accounts statistics in the past
(Grimm, 1998).
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What about the likely range of the bias to value added in manufacturing?
Calculations of value added, of course, subtract intermediate inputs from an industry’s shipments and therefore represent the additional product produced in an
industry. If the actual amount of intermediate materials used by U.S. manufacturers has been larger than what is contained in the official statistics, then real
value added has been overstated as well. As a result, domestic manufacturing shipments are contributing less value added to the overall economy.
Real value added is the difference between real gross output and real intermediate inputs. Using our adjusted measures of real purchased materials, we replicate
the “double-deflation” procedure used by the Bureau of Economic Analysis to
compute industry-level value added indexes. We therefore derive the implied value
of real value added associated with published measures of gross output, energy, and
services and our adjusted measures of purchased materials inputs.
The bottom panel of Table 3 presents alternative estimates for value added
based on our different assumptions. The unadjusted average growth rate in value
added for all manufacturing is about 3 percent, while the annual growth rate for
manufacturing excluding the computer sector is less than one-third of this size at
about 0.9 percent and that for the computer industry exceeds 20 percent. As shown
in columns 3 through 6, our simulations indicate that value added growth for all
manufacturing was overstated by 0.2 to 0.5 percentage point, or about 7 to 18 percent
of the growth. A 0.1 percentage point increase in the annual growth rate of real value
added, when cumulated over a decade, will add a little over 1 percent to the level of
value added. Thus, an overstatement of manufacturing growth from 1997 to 2007
at the middle of our range of estimates—0.35 percentage point—would imply that
the level of manufacturing value added in 2007 was overstated by about $60 billion.
Excluding computers, real value added growth for manufacturing is biased by
0.2 to 0.4 percentage point, which accounts for 21 to 49 percent of the growth.11 The
annual growth rate of real value added for manufacturing excluding computers falls
under a half percent per year in some of our adjusted estimates, while that for nondurable goods turns negative for all of our adjusted estimates. This range of estimates
of the bias reflects various assumptions about the size of the discount from offshoring
that are on the high and low side of those found in the literature. The actual discounts
are not observed, however, and so the true bias could be larger or smaller.

Implications for Data and Research
The discussion in this paper has focused on manufacturing and on how
mismeasured price indexes lead to biases in estimates of productivity and real value

11

In addition to the “switchers” estimates, in other estimates (not displayed here) we attempted to
adjust for unobserved differences within detailed product codes using econometric techniques. These
estimates do not alter the qualitative results of our analysis, and imply bias adjustments to multifactor
productivity and value added roughly in line with the “Dev30, Int15” estimates in Table 3.
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added growth in the manufacturing sector. The biases stem from the substitution
of lower-cost imports for domestic materials inputs. Such biases, however, may also
arise from the offshoring of other inputs and of consumer goods and affect statistics
for other sectors and for the aggregate economy.
As an example, sizable import penetration by developing countries occurred in
computers and machinery products in the 2000s. These goods are largely treated as
capital inputs in the industry accounts. Price drops accompanying the substitution
of imported for domestic capital equipment would not be captured in capital price
deflators, possibly leading to an understatement of the growth of capital services
and an overstatement of growth in multifactor productivity and real value added in
industry statistics. The same problem arises from the offshoring of services, which
includes business services, the most rapidly expanding category of services trade.
Collecting accurate price information on services trade is complicated by the fact
that the level of detail in services sector data is quite limited (Sturgeon, Levy, Brown,
Jensen, and Weil, 2006; Norwood, Carson, Deese, Johnson, Reeder, and Rolph,
2006; Jensen, 2009) and that the International Price Program at the Bureau of Labor
Statistics does not cover business services imports and exports. If services offshoring
expands rapidly in the near future, as some predict, the absence of accurate price
deflators could impart significant biases in official statistics.
In the above examples, the real growth of imported inputs is understated,
resulting in biases to real value added and productivity statistics for industries using
those inputs. When low-cost imported consumer goods substitute for domesticallyproduced goods, the implied price drop generally will not be captured in the
import price index either, resulting in biased measures of the growth of final goods
imports. Reinsdorf and Yuskavage (2009) examine price indexes of domestic and
imported indexes for selected consumer goods and provide preliminary evidence of
biases to import price indexes that may have resulted in an understatement of the
real growth of imported items for final consumption in recent years.
The offshoring of intermediate inputs and final goods and services also may bias
estimates of real GDP growth. In the United States, GDP is computed using the expenditure approach: GDP is the sum of final consumption, business investment, government
expenditures, and net exports (exports minus imports). To assess real GDP growth,
expenditure, export, and import values must all be properly deflated. Biases to import
price deflators that result in an understatement of the real growth of imported goods
and services will result in an overstatement of real GDP growth, all else being the same.
Implications of biases to price indexes from shifts in sourcing for GDP growth have been
covered in the business press (Mandel, 2007, 2009) and are discussed in Houseman
(2011). Feenstra, Mandel, Reinsdorf, and Slaughter (2009) examine additional biases
to import prices and estimate their effects on real GDP growth. That said, the measurement of GDP is subject to a wide range of problems that can bias the statistics up or
down, and many other factors may work in opposite directions, thus leaving open the
degree—or even the direction—of the overall bias in the official statistics.
More generally, the Schumpeterian dynamic by which low-cost producers enter
and capture market share from incumbents is an important mechanism by which
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prices change, but it is a dynamic largely missed in price indexes. Although we have
focused on the substitution of low-cost foreign for domestic inputs because of the
recent empirical importance of offshoring, the entrance and market share expansion of low-cost domestic suppliers is an important aspect of firm dynamics in the
United States (for example, Foster, Haltiwager, and Syverson, 2008; Griliches and
Cockburn, 1994). Shifts in sourcing from high- to low-cost domestic suppliers would
also impart biases to price indexes. As mentioned above, a proposal to construct
an input price index based on a survey of purchasers holds promise to address the
biases to the industry statistics from all shifts in sourcing (Alterman, 2009).
The growth of low-cost imports has spurred numerous studies to assess their
effects on the U.S. economy and its workers. Biases to price indexes that arise from
offshoring tend to understate the effects of import growth in real terms and, to
some degree, offshoring will manifest itself as false productivity gains. The pace
of globalization is unlikely to abate in the near future, underscoring the need for
reliable economic statistics to understand its effects and formulate policy responses.
The biases to price indexes discussed in this paper are emblematic of a broader set
of measurement problems that arise from the growth of globalization (Feenstra and
Lipsey, 2010; Houseman and Ryder, 2010). Understanding the effects of globalization requires better data, including, quite critically, better price deflators.
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